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You Hit What You’re
Aiming For
A Word from Managing Editor

Z

Bill Tenny-Brittian

ig Ziglar said, “You hit what you aim at, and if generations and more about affinities (as both Tom
you aim at nothing you will hit it every time.” In Bandy and Taylor Snodgrass with Heather Stevens point
the business world, that’s considered an axiom. out later in this issue). It’s fine to claim a target of young
Murphy’s corollary to Ziglar’s axiom is equally true: adults or young families – many churches do. But that’s
“But if you aim at everything, you’ll hit nothing every tantamount to embracing Murphy’s corollary. Are you
trying to reach:
time.”
Over the past decade of consulting it has become increasingly apparent that Murphy’s corollary is more than
alive and well in the church. It’s viral. When asked,
“Who have you designed your worship service for” I’m
either met with blank stares or else someone will quip,
“Well, everyone is welcome.”
Too often the church engages in one good idea after
another without taking into any consideration who the
real target is. Lately, I’ve worked with a number of congregations in a denomination whose members largely
equate (wrongly so) their formal liturgy with their theology. In nearly every case when asked who they’re expecting to reach with their worship service, the response is
the unchurched families in their community. And yet,
their visitor return rate is less than half of the national
average and the new members they’ve received are primarily lapsed denominational members.

• Young families with experience in your denominational practices? or Young families with little or no
church experience?
• Young families that live and work and are educated
like you? or Young families that come different circumstances?
• Young families that are spiritual? or Young families
that are skeptical?
Planning an event/worship service for any of these “targets” would take more thought than what most of us
give to the annual Trivia Fellowship Open Mic Night,
let alone a targeted worship service.

If we go by the numbers, the church seems to have lost
its ability – or at least its will – to develop well-targeted
events. Instead, we plan our worship, Sunday school,
small groups, fellowships, and public attraction events as
if what we believe and how we worship was the cultural
“But we’re friendly ... and everyone should love our events. norm. Even though we know the days where everyone
And if they don’t love them, once they understand the went to church; and if they didn’t, they knew they should
reasoning behind what we do, they’ll grow to love them.” be, are long gone.
Except that nearly no one is returning after their first
taste.
By and large, this issue addresses the gulf that exists
between generations, but that gulf may be less about

If any of this sounds like it could be your church’s
shadow, then this issue of Net Results is for you. We’ve
put together one of the largest line ups of articles in our
history. Each one has been written with the view of how
to reach those we’re not currently reaching. You’ll find
some great ideas and some baffling discussion questions
to help you and your congregation develop ways to stop
trying to reach everyone ... and to focus on reaching
those whom God has set aside for you.
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The Church and the Missing 20-Somethings

A

By Heather Stevens and Taylor Snodgrass

ccording to a study done by the Barna Group, six
out of ten 20-somethings who were “spiritually
active” in their teens stop going to church in their
20s. They found that “only one-fifth of 20-somethings
(20 percent) have maintained a level of spiritual activity
consistent with their high school experiences”. That
means 80 percent of your students are leaving the church
once they get to college! If you are a church leader, this
data should stop you in your tracks. It should make you
think, “Why is this happening and what can I do to
change it?”

20-Somethings Want Community

Our generation may look quite a bit different than you
on the outside, but how different are we really? In doing
our research for this project, we discovered that the
number one thing our generation is looking for in the
church is community. Our desire to be connected and
have a place to call our own far outweighs any desire we
may have for cool lights or “hip” music. This yearning to
be connected means a connection with people our own
age, but it also means a connection to those who are
older and wiser than us. One mistake some churches
20-somethings don’t fit in a box; put us in one, and we make is giving college students a church service all to
will tear it apart until there is nothing left. Because of themselves. The intentions are good, and it certainly
how vastly different we are from everyone else, and even meets the goal of connecting with those our own age,
from each other, churches find it hard to “target” us, so but it fails to connect us with the rest of the church. If
they give up. They see that we are leaving. They under- we are separated from the church from birth until twenstand that those in their 20s are most likely to leave the ty-two years old, we lack the ability, and potentially the
church. And they sit back and let it happen, or they try desire, to ever interact with them. A common belief is
way too hard to stop it from happening. At the end of that what we need is to be with people our own age.
the day, the problem comes back to understanding the True? Yes, sometimes. But how much more beneficial
20-somethings. What do we want? What brings us in would it be if we had the opportunity to be surrounded
the doors of the church and, more importantly, what
Heather Stevens and Taylor Snodgrass, 21
and 22, are passionate about the direction of
keeps us coming back? We’ve surveyed hundreds of colthe 21st century church. Over the summer
lege students and talked with church leaders about what
of 2014 they will be traveling to over
20 different churches to explore what
the 20-somethings want, and here’s what we’ve found.
is being done to reach their generation. Follow along at 20schurch.tumblr.
com and @20schurch, or reach them via
email at twentychurch.gmail.com
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by men and women who had already been down the
road we are currently traveling?

willing to answer some tough questions with tough
answers.

That being said, we by no means intend to play down the
importance of spending time and learning from those
who are currently on the same journey as we are. Last
summer, we had the opportunity to be a part of a college
community group at Cross Point Church in Nashville,

We want to be challenged. We might not ever admit it,
but we want it. Aaron Stern said it well in an interview I
(Heather) had with him, “People won’t say it. They don’t
like challenge because they have to work hard, but I
think that innately people want to be challenged. Whether it be praying and fasting or engaging in relationship
The church has the ability to make the
and being vulnerable ... there’s kind of this resistance
20-somethings sit up, close Facebook, and
and hunger all at the same time.” It’s true even in a classpay attention. All it takes is feeding us
room setting. I (Taylor) looked around my class one
morning as the teacher was rambling on about a concept
something we haven’t heard 1,000 times.
we had covered time and time again throughout my four
Tennessee. It was a great opportunity to spend a couple years at school. On student’s computers all across the
of hours every Tuesday night with a bunch of other stu- classroom, I saw Facebook, Twitter, email, and many
dents our age and pour into the Bible; we wrestled other websites. Everyone, including myself, was disinterthrough the New Testament and came to conclusions on ested because we weren’t being challenged. But the
our own. Coupled with attending church with people of minute a tricky subject came up, the entire class perked
all ages every week, we found a balance of living in com- up.
munity with our peers, but we also learned from people
The church has the ability to
who had experience.
make the 20-somethings sit
Give us something we can wrestle with.
The church I (Heather)
up, close Facebook, and pay
Say
something
we
can’t
help
but
write
attend at school, The Gathattention. All it takes is feeddown in our notebooks.
ering (Muncie, Indiana),
ing us something we haven’t
gives college students an
heard 1,000 times. Give us
opportunity to be “adopted” by a family in the church; something we can wrestle with. Say something we can’t
we are treated as theirs during that time and are able to help but write down in our notebooks. Bring up a conpour into their kids while being poured into by the par- cept that maybe even you don’t know the whole answer
ents. The opportunities are endless; what it comes down to. Create discussion among your church that will be
to is knowing the community you live in and imple- taken out of the building. The churches that keep us
menting the appropriate culture.
coming back are the ones that have us engaging with

20-Somethings Want Challenge
Our generation often gets a bad rap. We’re characterized
as lazy, uninformed, and uninterested. But that’s simply
not true. In this generation we see a desire to learn. A
desire to be stretched. A desire to be challenged.
Many of us grew up going to different church-affiliated
groups, but learning was constrained to surface-level
Bible stories and games that would capture our attention
for the few hours before we were sent back to our homes.
When we finally leave the confines of our little church
bubble and enter a world we know nothing of, we don’t
know what to do. The church isn’t preparing us for the
world. As we hit our 20s, we’re searching for answers to
many questions about ourselves and the world we live in;
the church can contain those answers, but only if it is
6
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Bring up a concept that maybe even you
don’t know the whole answer to.
them even after “church” has ended. What we hear challenges us, and, as 20-somethings, that’s what we want.

20-Somethings Want Less Clutter
In 2009 Kem Meyer wrote Less Clutter, Less Noise to
teach leaders in the church how to break through the
clutter and find a direct route to the church’s hearts and
minds. Her goal was to demonstrate how to effectively
communicate to a society that had been “bombarded,
skeptical, stressed, overloaded, and looking for something amidst the pressure of life that would make a real
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Church Not Growing Like it Should?
Hello, Bill Easum and Bill Tenny-Brittian here from 21st Century
Strategies!
For over two decades, we’ve consulted and coached over 1000 churches
and 1000s of church pastors. We’ve published over 30 books, spoken at
hundreds of church growth conferences, and produced literally countless
videos, workbooks, and church training curriculum being used across the
world.
Needless to say, “We know church growth.” And through it all, the one
question we receive time and time again is this:
Why isn’t my church growing
like it should?!?
So we have spent the last three months
sifting through everything we’ve ever created,
and have identified the Core Practices we
know grow churches. We then put together
a comprehensive solution – an arsenal –
designed specifically for those looking for
nuggets of Church Growth Gold.
And we want to share it with you and every
church leader we can reach. So we’ve
launched a New Website and are giving away
three concise e-booklets with the information
we believe every church needs to grow. Whether you lead a church of 25,
100, 225, 300, 500, 1000, or larger, this information WILL HELP YOU grow
your church, no matter the barriers you face.
Discover:
• The 18 Biggest Mistakes Congregations Unknowingly Make
• The Top 15 Ways You May be Sabotaging Your Own Church’s Growth
• Specific Action Items to help you break through your next worship
barrier.
So go to ChurchGrowthTools.net now and we’ll get you started!
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difference.”1 Our culture is no stranger to advertisements
and marketing ploys, but this generation of 20-somethings in particular has gotten used to being excessively
targeted and has mastered the art of tuning everything
out except the best of the best. As a church leader, you
have the extra difficult task of trying to reach us through
the clutter of everything else. The key to doing this successfully? Substance. If the sole intention of every weekend message is to grab our attention in a way that pleases us, we will see right through you and leave without
looking back. As a church, it is important to do the very
best you can with what you have, but that doesn’t mean
watering down the gospel to make it more appealing to
your audience.
We want to be challenged and we want to learn. Presenting a fairy-tale gospel that aims to please doesn’t cut it.
The gospel is a beautiful thing when it’s presented truly,
so why do we feel the need to sugarcoat it to make it
more appealing? At this point in our lives, we are forming opinions and learning how to do so. We want all of
the facts before we make a decision about anything from
the best pizza place in town to something as important
as the gospel. If you aren’t giving 20-somethings a gospel
1

presentation with substance, then they’re going to seek it
out elsewhere.

20-Somethings Want Connection to Culture
I (Heather) recently attended a church service in northern Florida, and while there I decided to play a little
game with myself. I listened to the message as if I was
someone who was new to the church. As I did this, I had
my notebook open and I wrote down all of the words I
didn’t think I would understand if I hadn’t grown up in
church. Some of the words I wrote down were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

atonement
vista of grace
passover
manifest
testimony
transgressions.

I even had to get out my phone and Google a couple of
words! As a Christian community, we speak a completely different language; this language is understood by us,
but no one else. How do we expect to “reach the lost” if
we don’t even speak the same language?

Back cover blurb.

Look around your church.

There’s something missing.

20-somethings
It’s us. It’s the

For years now, the 20-something generation has
been leaving the church, looking for answers
elsewhere. We have the power to make it stop.
Join us as we journey coast to coast to learn
how churches are reaching the 20-somethings.
@20schurch
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This same principle applies to reaching the 20-somethings. Surprisingly, though, speaking our language is
not a whole lot different than your own language. We
live in the same world you live in and we see the same
things you do. While it is critical to not water down the
gospel, it is equally important to make it relatable to our
lives. You can tell us Bible stories all day long, but if we
don’t know how to apply it to our day-to-day lives, that
message is going in one ear and out the other. One
20-something said it perfectly when she said, “We need
to be recognized as smarter than we’re given credit for.
We understand the world just as well, but through a different pair of glasses, with different issues. The truth/
theology stays the same but needs to be related differently.” I could name great teachers all over the country who
do this really well, but the best example is Jesus Christ.
He was a great storyteller, and he purposely told his followers parables that made the ancient teachings more
relatable to their lives; the parables he told were applicable to their lives; and that is why they were successful.
You know what my guess is? Every one of you reading
this article right now is the same way; you desire relevance and relatability just as much as we do. So why is
that so hard to find in the church?

the number one thing we look for in a church. We aren’t
going to stay at a church where we don’t feel valued, and,
to us, value means being a part of a solid community
that accepts us, guides us, keeps us accountable, and
teaches us. It means being cared for enough to not water
down the truth. It means being intentionally understood and, therefore, intentionally related to. It means
being challenged. As a church leader, the most important thing you can do not only for your 20-somethings,
but for your entire church, is to remember that the world
is changing. Our world today is different than it was five
years ago, and it is certainly different than it was when
Jesus walked the earth. The church is often slow to catch
up on the culture, and by no means are we saying you
need to be right up on the new fads and trends, but don’t
stick to tradition for tradition’s sake. Times are changing
drastically, and that may mean you have to as well. I can
guarantee that if you become okay with being innovative and changing as the times change, you will have no
problem with anything we talked about in this article.
People will walk in the doors of your church and immediately feel valued because you cared enough to figure
out what they care about.

At the end of the day, we aren’t that much different than
you. We have an innate desire to be valued and that is

“Working With Churches Who See Beyond Where They Are”
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• Feasibility Studies
• Endowment-Planned Giving Campaigns and Counsel
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Look for the Hor
izon’s Stewardsh
• Ministry Audits
ip Column in the
next issue of Ne
• Abundant Living Financial Coaching
t Re
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J. Clif Christopher, Founder and President
(888)298-2020
cchristopher@horizonsstewardship.com
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Beyond
Generational
Thinking

E

By Tom Bandy

xploding diversity is the postmodern challenge to
generational ministries. At the risk of stating the
obvious, generational thinking is all based on
physical age ... not emotional maturity, relational stability, intellectual capacity, or spiritual growth. The modern
assumption has been that generalizations can best be
made about how people gather and what they do together based on age. That assumption is now very questionable.

St. Anonymous Church is in a smallish town with a
large, active, and geographically contained population
between the ages of 13–18. They aren’t going very far, but
the church youth group hovers between 15–30 junior
and senior high school students depending on who happens to be dating who at any given time.

Part of the problem is the 17–18 year-olds neither understand nor appreciate the 13–14 year-olds. They’re weird!
They’re a totally alien “generation,” with different heroes,
Some decades ago, churches assumed that a “new gener- habits, tastes, and lifestyles despite being just three years
ation” would emerge about every 20–30 years. Old fash- younger.
ioned demographic thinking reinforced this notion by
The other part of the problem is that young adult peer
categorizing generations of “builders,” “silents,” “boomgroups aren’t defined by age. There are “geeks,” “jocks,”
ers,” and “busters” using a range of birth years. We antic“brains” and a thousand other ever changing clusters that
ipated each age group would behave alike, evolve along
often don’t get along (including the “Math Club” people
similar paths, understand one another, and (given the
and the “Auto Shop” people).
right circumstances) even like each other. The church
developed ministries for children, youth, middle age, Does a church seriously believe that all the “youth” will
seniors, and so on.
gather together on Sunday night for pizza, games, and
Bible study? The result is that St. Anonymous has a youth
The mistake demographers made was to start at the end
group comprised of misfits who don’t belong anywhere,
of the alphabet in order to track exploding diversity.
and as a group tend to be the weirdest of all. Given a
Once we got beyond Gen X, Gen Y, and Gen Z we had
to start inventing new terminology like “millennials”
Tom Bandy mentors Christian leaders
and “zoomers.” Eventually demographers gave up trying
for ancient mission in the contemto keep up, and realized that postmodern people have to
porary world. He coaches congregations of all denominations, and is the
be “sorted” by lifestyles rather than generations. The
author of numerous books on spiritupressure is on the church now to re-think. Consider just
al life and church growth. Reach Tom
two examples from my recent consultations.
through ThrivingChurch.com.
10
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chance, a youth group member will move into another
group as soon as possible.

The majority of seniors “our there” in the community
don’t enjoy the grumblers’ company.

Pine Street Church is in a wealthy exurb with gated
communities populated by snow birds who have fled
Midwestern winters for Southwestern sun. When they
planted the church twenty-five years ago they relied on
seniors with vast church experience and a strong sense of
duty. Today the church is declining rapidly, even though
the exurb is expanding dramatically. They are relying on
the same strategy of “Gray Power” to renew the church.

I think it is helpful for church leaders to step back and
explore the history of generational ministries. We tend
to think this strategy of ministry is as old as the apostles.
It’s always been there. You will note, however, that there
is no mention of youth groups and seniors ministries in
scripture. It isn’t mentioned by Luther and Wesley.
Where, exactly, did this strategy come from?

The problem is that the retiring “boomers” moving in
are entirely different than the retired “builders” that
started the church. They are more about “flower power”
than “gray power.” They have little background or interest in the church. The main lifestyle segment is aptly
named “Footloose and Family Free” because they tend
to travel constantly and spend time with grandchildren,
and refuse to take time for committee meetings and
spend time with church members.

Generational ministries only emerged as a dominant
strategy in the twentieth century. Two major cultural
phenomena in England, Canada, the United States, and
Australia precipitated this thinking.

First, universal public education happened. The public
education system divided people neatly into age groups
and life cycles. It separated them into distinct school
buildings and classrooms based on age, with curricula
based on age, and social pressure not to fail lest you
suffer the ignominy of being “left behind” by your ageThey’re all seniors, but they’re totally different. Does the based cohort. The great Sunday schools of the church
church really believe they will all attend the seniors pot followed suit and churches organized age-based class
luck supper and hold still for the every-member canvass? rooms and large age-based fellowship groups on the
The result is that Pine Street comprises those seniors who assumption that everyone in an age group would natugrumble the most about “where the world is going to.” rally flock together.
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$14.50
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Second, social security and pension plans happened.
Governments and corporations entered an enlightened
era in which “retirement” was not only possible but
expected as a normal step in everyone’s lifestyle. Churches multiplied meetings and expanded fellowship opportunities in expectation that seniors would make more
time for church and covet their friendship circles.
“Retirement” became “normal” even for church leaders
and the seniors expected to relinquish the burden of
leadership to younger people, but reap the benefits of
honored comfort zones.
Prior to the twentieth century, these expectations were
by no means universal. Education was much more flexible, often multi-generational, and organized around
extended families. People with special needs and special
gifts felt less pressure to conform. Most adults worked as
long as they were able. Some got by, many struggled
(especially in urban environments), but few expected a
secure stage of leisure. It was natural for all generations
to share the load, work and worship together, trading
compromises, and practicing mutual accountability.
Youth didn’t join the church with the expectation of
attending committees. Seniors didn’t retire from the
committees expecting their comfort zones to be forever
honored.

12
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Mandatory public education and pension plans are good.
There is no doubt about it. These were benefits in the
modern twentieth century. My point is that assumptions
about education and retirement are no longer valid in
the postmodern twenty-first century. They have been
shattered not only by population growth, but by public
diversity. Educational content, method, and peer groups
are changing and diversifying. “Retirement” is becoming a fantasy except for the very wealthy. Every age group
has fractured into a myriad of perspectives, needs, opinions, and lifestyles. It is no longer possible to assume
anything based on age.
The demise of generational ministries is happening at
different speeds among different cultures and in different regions ... but I think it is the clear trend everywhere.
This means that church ministries based on generational
thinking are increasingly obsolete. Do you want a youth
ministry? Do you want to hire a youth pastor? Now you
have to decide which youth (out of literally hundreds of
different kinds of youth who don’t necessarily get along
with each other) you want to reach. Do you want a senior
ministry? Do you want to organize a fellowship supper
for seniors? Now you have to decide which seniors (out of
literally dozens of different kinds of people over sixty-

Net Results Magazine
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five that don’t eat the same foods) that you want to reach. It’s not that they are bad people. They are just different
If these youth or seniors come, then those youth or seniors people.”
won’t come. Choose.
The second step is theological. Show people that generational ministry was never a strategy for ministry through
What’s a Growing Church to Do?
most of Christian history. It’s not so much what the
Growing churches are transitioning from generational Bible and tradition says, but what they do not say. The
ministries of large age-based groups to multi-generation- church has always avoided stereotyping people by age.
al ministries of small affinity groups. People no longer
gather by age. They gather across ages around common
Growing churches are transitioning from
interests, enthusiasms, addictions, mission projects, and
generational ministries of large age-based
short term goals of mutual concern. Younger people and
groups to multi-generational ministries of
older people gather in peer groups based on something
small affinity groups.
in common other than age. If the affinity fits, younger
people value older people for mentoring and experience;
and older people value younger people for passion and Yes, historically the church is predisposed to honor the
innovation.
wisdom of the elders. No, historically the church has
How do you transition a church with a “generational never assumed that the future of the church is the youth.
large group mindset” to a church with a “cross-genera- Many find this a humbling experience. “Oh! Maybe the
modern church doesn’t know better than the ancient
tional small group mindset”?
church!”
The first step is practical. Open people up to the realities
of postmodern peer groups and life cycles. This is usual- The third step is more stressful because it is attitudinal.
ly done by exploring demographic and lifestyle segment Generational ministries that were so effective in the first
trends using a resource like MissionInsite.com. This half of the twentieth century have become sacred cows
research helps people explore the sharp and subtle differ- by the second decade of the twenty-first century. Many
ences among seventy-one distinct lifestyle segments in recall the wife of Ned Flanders in early episodes of The
North America and the diversity that exists and acceler- Simpsons who periodically ranted: What about the chilates in every age group. Many find this an “Aha!” dren! What about the youth! Many will also recall personmoment. “Now I understand why two people in the al experiences in stressful annual church meetings in
same age group are surprisingly intolerant of each other. which seniors ranted: What about the seniors! We can’t
forget the seniors! The rant today is often carried on by
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aging boomers (a generation who notoriously neglected
both children and parents and feel a great deal of guilt
about both). The fact is that the youth are not the future
of the church and the seniors are not the backbone of the
church. The present and future of the church has always
been in the hands of faithful disciples regardless of age.
Generational groups are too often the last bastions of
entitlement left over from the old Christendom days. A
youth group, for example is more often a priority for parents than the youth. Parents often treat the church as an
extension of their recreation room, and expect the church
to raise their children rather than God’s children. A
seniors group, for example, is more often an ex officio
committee of control than a fellowship group. Seniors
gather more as a political lobby for old strategic plans
than as a fellowship group or Sunday school class. One
reason generational groups fail to grow is that the circle
of entitlement is too strong and very narrow. The attitude shift from “Me First” to “God’s Mission” is difficult.

retraining former generation group leaders in small,
multi-generational, affinity group strategy. Subsequent
years saw the launch of more and more small groups.
This church is now more vibrant because they have a
dynamic mix of older generations that offer experience
and younger generations that offer innovation. The
median age in the congregation has gone down. The
number of newcomers has gone up. Ten years ago they
had a small youth group of fifteen and a small seniors
group of thirty clustered around two would-be large
groups than never grew. Today they reach over 200
young adults and 300 seniors who connect in some way,
through diverse affinity groups over the course of a year.
Best of all, the “Generation Gap” days are over. Young
people and old people no longer square off in heated
argument over some tactical change in worship, mission,
or advocacy because they have actually gotten to know
each other, appreciate each other, and respect each other,
through the intimacy of a small group.

The fourth step is strategic. Churches replace large gen- Isn’t that the way it’s supposed to be?
erational groups with small, cross-generational, affinity
groups. The good news is that multiplying small affinity
groups is usually much easier than trying to grow a large
generational group. It is more natural for people to form
Coaching with Tom Bandy
a peer group around a common interest than around an
age bracket. This was true for centuries and is true in the
ThrivingChurch.com
postmodern world. It is the twentieth century that was
• Personal Internet Communication
the anomaly.
This does involve a new kind of leadership. Growing
churches are increasingly morphing staff who once specialized in “youth” or “seniors” ministry to become
small group developers. Leaders are being retrained to
be mentors of a small group, rather than CEO’s of a
large group. Where there are still large generational
groups (youth, seniors, etc.), churches are proactively
breaking large groups into multiple small groups ... and
are more likely to link them via social media than a
weekly large group meeting night.
A more positive example from my consulting work is a
church that transitioned from generational groups to
affinity groups. It took them about four years. The first
year was dedicated to lifestyle segment research and
theological reflection. Call this “community exegesis”
and “biblical exegesis.” The next two years were more
stressful as they challenged the entitlement of some
youth, seniors, and parents to shape an entire program
around their personal needs. The fourth year was spent
14
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Navigating the Rapids

A Plea for Youth

I

money from a youth ministry if you only have a few
youth in your church, I’ve done it myself. But this is just
one more way in which we are jeopardizing future generations.

I am the Interim Senior Minister here so I can’t take any
credit for this. Our youth ministry was nurtured and
transformed by the previous Senior Minister, Skip Masback, who served this church for almost twenty years.
During his time here he was successful in mentoring several youth ministers who have continued in youth ministry and two of them continue to grow the ministry
here. Skip’s work is particularly extraordinary because
we are located in the Northeast
where many churches are struggling.

We all know the stats on church attendance for the millennial generation and those that come after them. But
did you know that mental illness has reached alarming
levels in the adolescent and young adult populations?
Studies done in the first decade of the twenty-first century estimate that 20–25 percent of adolescents have a
mental or addictive disorder that will affect them for the
rest of their lives. And what do experts agree is a solution
to this serious problem? Safe, nurturing, multi-generational communities where young people can be themselves and are taught the values of the community and
encouraged to develop spiritually. Hmm – that sounds a
lot like a good church youth group to me.

am blessed to be serving a church with a large and
dynamic youth ministry. Our average weekly attendance for our various children’s and youth activities
is 483. Our high school youth group incorporates 25
percent of the population of the town’s public high
school.

The North American
church
doesn’t
emphasize
youth
ministry as much
as it once did. Of
course this has to
do
with
the
“changing religious
landscape” here. As
churches get smaller
and struggle financially, cuts have to
be made and too often
youth ministry is one
of those cuts. I admit
that it is easy to justify cutting
16
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This column is a plea for youth ministry. My short time
in my current church has demonstrated to me the incredible impact that youth ministry can have on a person’s
life. Too often we devalue youth ministry as a “nice to
have” but “really not necessary” part of church life. We
look on youth workers as entertainers and organizers not
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After eight years as the church growth
strategist on the staff of a growing New
England church, Anne Coffman served
for over ten years as an interim minister where she worked with many pastors and churches in transition and crisis.
After completing a D.Min. at Fuller Theological Seminary in Evangelism and
Church Growth, Anne is now a coach to
pastors and churches. She is also the
pastor of Central Christian Church in
Danbury, Connecticut.

as dedicated professionals who mentor and model the
spiritual life for our young people.

Skip Masback has gone on to head up the Youth Ministry
Initiative at Yale Divinity School. There he has established
programs to nurture and support youth ministers and to
Do all churches have the resources to have a large youth
encourage youth ministry. You can find out more about
program? Of course they don’t, but why can’t neighborwhat Skip does at this website:
ing churches work together on this? My last church
YouthMinistryInitiative.org
shared a three block radius with five other churches. I
see now that with focus, some energy, and a little bit of I would love to hear how youth ministry is going in your
humility we could have had a great collaborative youth church, please email me with your thoughts and ideas:
program. Even the churches that didn’t have any kids anne@netresults.org.
might have even been convinced to financially support
the ministry. We probably could have gotten some of the
local kid focused non-profits to help too.
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May 10

Kansas City, MO

May 17

Cleveland, OH

May 31

New Orleans, LA

Jun 14

Minneapolis, MN

Aug 23

Columbus, OH

Sep 13

Atlanta, GA

Sep 20

New York, NY

Oct 11

Baltimore, MD

Nov 01

Dallas, TX

The
Conversations of
Our Generation

By Bill Easum

W

e all know our world has radically changed
over the past few decades. I first wrote about
this change in 1993 in my book Dancing with
Dinosaurs where I described the change as a “crack in history” into which everything was disappearing, never to
be seen again. Since then our world has morphed from a
rather bland, simple, play-by-the-rules world to a wild
and wooly no-holds-barred world. Nowhere is this wild
ride any more evident than on 9/11 and the financial
world crises.

The Emergent Movement
Emergents are a growing group of disenfranchised pastors who are beginning non-traditional churches in protest to what they’ve found in traditional churches. They
are hard to pin down because they practice a “both/and”
approach to most issues. They prefer shades of gray
instead of absolutes.

The best way to describe this movement is to start with
their basic message: Emergents believe that it is no longer
possible to hold on to the tenets and practices of modIn the midst of this wild, unruly ride, several conversa- ern-day Christianity for two reasons: one, they are
tions are taking place that Christian leaders can’t afford flawed, and they don’t relate to today’s world; and two,
to ignore because each one challenges the fabric of West- the postmodern world requires a new view of faith and
ern Christianity as we know it today. So we better pay new kind of Christian – a postmodern faith and a postattention. My goal in sharing them with you is not to modern Christian.
criticize but to report what’s at stake.
Emergents believe the more conversations they have the
The Primary Players in These
closer they come to truth. To them truth is more beauty
than absolute fact. Truth is messy and beautiful but
Conversations
never objective or eternally certain. Emergents speak
The primary players in this conversation are multiplying with passion and urgency but never with certainty.
like rabbits and some of them have the possibility of
becoming full-fledged movements. Each of these groups The primary leader of Emergents is Brian McLaren
has a different spin on what type of church is needed to although Tony Jones and Doug Pagitt are also strong
address the unfolding twenty-first century culture and voices for the movement.
has the potential to play an important part in the shapBill Easum is President and Senior Consultant
of 21st Century Strategies. He is the author of
ing of the twenty-first century church.
over a dozen best-selling books and the recipient
of the Donald McGavran award for Outstanding
Leadership in Church Growth. Bill can be reached
at: easum@EffectiveChurch.com
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Brian’s writings today are quite different from what he
was saying when I first met him for coffee over a decade
ago. Later we crossed paths at the church where he was
pastor before pursuing his Emergent agenda. The worship and ministry of his church was much like what I
would see all over the country in a thriving non-denominational church. Today, his writings today ask the questions many of us have been afraid to ask and in doing so
he pushes orthodox Christianity to its limits. I doubt if
what he writes today would be acceptable at the church
where he was pastor.

putting on the workshop. Not long after that he left
Leadership Network and birthed Solomon’s Porch in
Minneapolis, a church squarely in the Emergent camp.

Some time ago, I had a month long-fruitful, online conversation with Tony Jones, who was at the time the Executive Director of Emergent Village, and author of The
New Christians. I recommend his book, especially
Appendix B “A Response to our Critics.” During our
conversation Jones made it clear that Emergents believe
that no one comes to God except through Jesus. For the
most part, my conversation with Tony settled some, but
I first met Doug Pagitt when he was working with Lead- not all, of my concerns about the movement.
ership Network. I remember sitting next to him in a
However, the Emergent movement has provided a marworkshop on equipping leaders for ministry. Midway
velous conversation for all of us because they have
through the workshop (which I thought was excellent)
revealed the ugly truth – the established Christian
Doug leaned over to me and whispered, “This is *&^%&”
church in the West is basically apostate and dead. And
and he left the room never to return. Normally I wouldn’t
they offer a way forward for many disenfranchised
think much about it but he was on the staff of the group

Short On Time?

Need On-The-Run Training Materials?
Church-Talk Live episodes
are now 15 minutes or less
every week!
Church-Talk Live and Church-Talk On Demand
are your sources for church leadership training
videos for all your church leaders.
Recent episodes include:
•
•
•
•

Tuesdays at 10 Central
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church members. For that we should be grateful and
enjoy the conversation.

nized to grow sustainable, reproducing congregations
(most Emergent churches are relatively small congregations) ; and a modern movement as decentralized as their
leadership is becoming, will find it hard to sustain itself
(no movement has succeeded without a central figure
leading the movement).

However, some recent events have occurred that don’t
bode well for the Emergents: the defection of key players
such as Dan Kimball and Scot McKnight; the recent
release of Tony Jones from the position of Executive
Director; and the dropping of the name “Emergent” by
The Incarnational Movement
many of the leaders because of its negative baggage.
Like Emergents, the Incarnational folks have a love/hate
Nevertheless, Emergents will play a part in shaping the relationship with institutional Christianity. However,
twenty-first century church but a much smaller part their dislike of the institutional church is based on a
than most people think (see Phyllis Tickle’s book, The much more orthodox interpretation of scripture.
Great Emergence) because; their approach to truth
appeals mostly to the intelligentsia; they are too unorga-
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Incarnational folks want the church to go to where the
people are instead of trying to attract them to the institution. Incarnationals (most of which are fledglings
groups) send people out into the culture to spread the
seeds of Christianity in coffee shops, cafes, the workforce, etc. Having a worship service and doing things to
attract people to the institution aren’t central to their
concern. Relationships and friendships among the neighborhoods where people live are their primary concerns.
The Incarnational model is seeking to bring the church
back to its historical roots and free it from its institutionally dominated understanding of what it means to be a
church. Taken to its ultimate conclusion, the institutional church, at best isn’t central to their movement, and at
worst is not needed.
The primary speaker for the Incarnational group is Alan
Hirsch. Hirsch’s first book, The Shaping of Things to
Come: Innovation and Mission for the Twenty-First Century Church, should be read by every Christian who knows
something is wrong with today’s version of Christianity
but can’t put their finger on what it is. Throughout the
book I found myself saying “Yes, but ...” On one level I
envy the journey they invite us to join. On another level
I wonder what will become of the institutional church if
what they propose is followed. They go far beyond
“reshaping” or talking about innovation as is suggested
on the cover of the book.

Hirsch is quick to point out how the church flourished
in China under Mao without the institution. The problem with comparing the church in the U.S. and China is
that public institutions were not part of the fabric of the
Chinese society under Mao. Give China another fifty
years and watch the emergence of the institutional
church.
In 2007 Alan was in a group of twenty-five world class
Christian leaders I gathered together at my home for two
days. The topic of that gathering was the Apostolic

“The present protestant movement as it
is today has the capacity to reach only 35
percent of the U.S. Population. What are
you going to do with the other 65
percent?” –Alan Hirsch
Movement in the Twenty-First Century. During our
time together, I interviewed Alan about his first book,
The Forgotten Ways. I point blank asked him if I had read
him correctly, that is if you take what he says in the book
to its logical conclusion we should do away with all institutional churches? Although he didn’t say “Yes,” he did
say the following, “You need to realize the present protestant movement as it is today has the capacity to reach
only 35 percent of the U.S. Population. What are you
going to do with the other 65 percent?” A valid point.

A better title for Hirsch’s book might be The Rewiring of
Things to Come: The Beginning of a Revolution. Since Alan Since being in the U.S. for several years now, Alan is
and I are friends, in an email I asked him about this more open to the existence of the institutional church.
alternate title. Here is his reply: “You have exposed us for But he still has a deep skepticism regarding its future as
the revolutionaries that we are – our cover is blown. But should any caring and thinking person.
I have to say that I feel very flattered by your review.
Although I agree with Alan that most churches have forThanks for the deep affirmation I find in it ... and thanks
gotten what it means to be the church, I feel it’s impossifor its warnings as well.” Hirsch is one of the most
ble for Christianity to survive without the institution in
authentic, passionate deep thinkers on the church scene
a society where institutions are part of the basic fabric of
today and needs to be heard.
life. Like the Emergents, Incarnationals will be part of
Hirsch is advocating a wholesale rewiring of Christiani- the twenty-first century church, but a smaller part than
ty back its twenty-first century roots. He actually shows the Emergents mostly because they seem to have less use
us how to be the church without being institutional at for the institutional church.
all. He talks about a missional, incarnational, messianic,
apostolic church that is found within the surrounding The Organic Movement
community rather than apart from and behind four The Organic Movement is a kissing cousin to the Incarwalls. Hirsch challenges every facet of Christianity today national movement and a distant cousin to the Emergent
from ordination to the traditional creeds and offers a movement. Compared to the other two movements it
new, but ancient, way forward.
sees little to no need for the institutional church. But
unlike the Emergent movement, and more like the Incar-
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nationals, the Organics are more literal in their interpre- Several years ago Frank sent me a copy of what became
the book Pagan Christianity. He wanted to know if I
tation of scripture and truth.
would be interested in coauthoring it with him. I turned
Although there are several voices for the Organic moveit down even though I agreed with 99 percent of it. It
ment, the most prominent voice is Frank Viola and his
was that 1 percent that caused me to turn it down. If you
two books (with George Barna), Pagan Christianity and
take Frank’s treatment of scripture to its logical concluReimaging Church. His third book in the series, Finding
sion you must do away with the institutional church. I’m
Organic Church, isn’t on the same plane as his first two
not willing to do that. Whereas I agree the present form
books). The first two books are meticulous, interesting,
of Christianity isn’t biblical and needs to be trashed, I
and disturbing looks at the New Testament understandquestion whether the alternatives that have been suggesting of the early church compared to Western Christianed can survive, much less thrive, within our institutionity.
al context. So I’m not ready to give up on the institutionAlthough Viola’s writings are also a reaction against all al church even though I’ve been a constructive critic of it
forms of the institutional church, he stands in direct for more than three decades.
opposition to the Emergent folks because he takes a literal approach to the scripture. His book documents the Summary of the First Three Movements
problems with the institutional church that functions All three of the above movements are clearly reactions
more like a business than the living organism it was cre- against the traditional attractional church that waits for
ated to be. His major criticism of today’s church, other the public to come to it instead of going out to it. Some
than it being totally non-biblical, is the passivity and the 80–85 percent of attractional churches are either on a
elitism of today’s church. (However, I want to stress here plateau or are dying because their primary function is on
that any positive movement away from these two sins of the care and feeding of the members and the institution.
the church and this book has done its job.)
They are more like hospices than churches. So it might
Viola feels that most of the practices of modern day
Christianity are totally foreign to scripture and are lethal
to the development of the kingdom of God. Every
church leader ought to read this book and respond to its
criticism of modern day Christianity.
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be in the best interest of most churches in the West to
listen to these voices since they clearly show up the fallacies of the institutionally-focused church.

However, over the past decade too much time and energy
has been taken up by these conversations. I have no
problem with the Incarnational, Organic, and Emergent
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on planting churches that will plant other churches in
order to transform the world. Their emphasis is on the
process of reproducing Christians and the transformation of societies rather than building churches. These
We should all be indebted to these folks for bringing to
leaders also realize that in today’s world big may not
our attention so elegantly the fact that Western Christialways best, so they embrace the multi-site route as well.
anity is nowhere near what Jesus had in mind when he
sent his disciples out into the world to build his church. There is one thing the Reproductives need to do. They
We should be willing to concede that most churches in need to get together and bring about one huge movethe West are spiritually dead and are beyond revitaliza- ment that will change the course of the world. So I have
tion or turn around. Their only hope is resurrection. to ask, “What’s keeping you from forming a ReproducThat is why I wrote the book A Second Resurrection. They tion Bank where people of all persuasions can donate to
are in need of resurrection. However, these movements the cause of planting church planting churches?”
are not the primary conversation in which we should be
engaged.
The Missional Movement
movements being part of the ongoing conversation as
long as we realize each is just one of the many voices in
the midst of much larger and important conversation.

New Conversations
So, let’s turn to two other major players in this ongoing
conversation that have the potential to eclipse all three of
these movements, as important as they are.

The Reproductive Movement
The Reproductive movement focuses primarily on
advancing the Kingdom of God by multiplying itself
and its people in any way possible. Their primary focus
is on transforming the world by reproducing disciples
rather than building large institutional churches (even
though their efforts are more likely to result in large
churches). Most of these churches are heavy into planting churches that plant other churches and multiple-site
forms of ministry because they believe this is the best
way to make disciples. Mission shapes everything they
do and believe including the purpose and meaning of
ecclesia. Reproductives believe Christians are called and
blessed only to be “sent” into the world to be a blessing
to it. Mission is the totality of what the church is.
The most prominent leaders of this movement include
folks like Bob Roberts, Dave Ferguson, and all the
people involved in movements like Exponential (ExponentialConference.org).
The Reproductives realize reaching the world will take
the combined effort of all forms of Christianity. Therefore the movement embodies the best of the Incarnational, the Organic, and the Emergent values without
throwing the baby (institutional church) out with the
bath water. They believe we must plant as many churches as possible in as short a period of time as possible.
Rather than the institutional church, their emphasis is
24
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The Missional Movement is led by folks like Guder, Roxburgh, McNeal from the foundation laid by Lesslie
Newbigin. Reggie McNeal’s recent book, Missional
Renaissance, is becoming a classic on the movement. I
sent Reggie an email asking him about how he sees his
relationship with the various movements underway
today. Here’s his response:
For me the issue is about expanding the bandwidth
of the expression of church; my inclinations are to
strategize more and more about “the” church and
not building “a” church. And I’m finding an openness of church leaders across the board to consider
what it means to be “the” church in a community.
As you know almost all my clients “have Sunday
coming” so I’m trying to help them figure out how
to paddle out and catch the missional wave, helping
them figure out that this is more than a methodological tweak, but fundamentally a new way of
seeing church. The scorecard for missional expression is much broader than the old metrics of how
many, how often, and how much--all tied to church
activity. How many hungry kids are there in our
city? How many better marriages do we have?
Those seem to be just as legitimate a metric as how
many kids we ran in VBS.
One of the most impressive books on the Missional
Church is Introducing the Missional Church by Roxburgh
and Boren.They don’t throw the baby (local church) out
with the bath water (Missional). I’m a simple person so I
boil books arguments down to the lowest denominator.
When I do that with this book, here’s what I come up
with. The Missional Church is the one that asks a basic
question – “What is God up to in our neighborhood,”
rather than “How can we improve what we’re doing so we
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can attract more people to worship?” I can totally live with
that definition. I have long shared this prayer with people
who come to my seminars – “God show us what you are
up to and run over us with it until we become a part of
it.”
What impresses me about the Missional movement is it
contains the best of all of the movements listed above.
All of the conversations need to focus on what it means
to be missional. So I’m placing the Missional Movement
in a group of its own because any legitimate church has
to be missional or it isn’t a church. The Missional movement echoes in all forms of the legitimate church of the

The reason Westerners have difficulty
understanding the virtual church is
because they think of the church as a
place rather than a gathering of Christians
for the purpose of carrying out the
Kingdom of God.

pose of carrying out the Kingdom of God. If the church
isn’t a place but a gathering there is no reason the virtual church can’t be thought of as a real church. If the Sim
Card church does nothing more than cause us to question the fallacy of thinking of the church as a place it
will have served its purpose no matter how well it develops into a movement.
If people can meet, date, and get married based on an
internet profile on sites such as EHarmony, surely Christians can meet, worship, and develop community online.
So, instead of sitting around asking ourselves if the virtual church is real, we should be asking how we adopt
and adapt it to transform the world.
Although the verdict is still out on the Sim Card church,
it’s worth watching because the whole world is going virtual and why shouldn’t the church?

The Only Valid Conversation
So, the only valid conversation that will shape the twenty-first century church is the one that focuses on being
the church in the world, transforming it, and bringing in
the Kingdom of God. That means that any form of conversation that focuses on the mere survival or health of
the institution isn’t a welcome partner in this ongoing
conversation. It also means that any conversation that
denies the validity of the institutional church simply
doesn’t understand the context of Western culture and
will have little effect on the twenty-first century church.

twenty-first century and is having a huge impact on
shaping the twenty-first century church. So in a sense all
of the above groups share a common theme – the institutional church has to focus on transforming the community rather than building a church. It seems to me in
our context, those forms that don’t badmouth the institutional form of church but stress the missional foundation are the most potent movements for the twenty-first
century.
At this point in time Western culture is based on three
foundations. We are:

The Sim Card Movement

The Sim Card movement is the only wildcard in this
deck and I couldn’t resist briefly referring to it. Although
it’s a recent player on the scene compared to the other
groups, the Sim Card movement has the potential to
multiply faster than the other groups, and it just might
be a bigger player in shaping the future church than
anyone dreams.

1. Institutionally based
2. Economically driven, and
3. Concert enthralled.
We are not an agrarian culture, we don’t barter for goods,
and we don’t do things on a small scale. If Western
Christianity is going to bring the gospel to bear on this
culture it will have to do so within the context of these
three foundational realities.

A Sim Card church is a virtual online church where
people do everything people do in a traditional church – So, let the conversations continue.
form community, worship, get baptized, take communion, get married, etc. Sound silly? Well get used to it
because it is already happening.
The reason Westerners have difficulty understanding the
virtual church is because they think of the church as a
place rather than a gathering of Christians for the purNet Results Magazine
www.NetResults.org
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The Rhythm of Life

D

ecades ago, I read a little book by John Claypool, now deceased, called Stages. In that book,
Claypool reviewed the four major stages of life:
childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and senior adulthood. He spelled out some of the challenges of each four
stages, and offered insights for meeting those challenges.

After reading his book I thought I’d like to preach a
sermon series on this topic. It seemed so appropriate for
the church. A congregation represents the entire sweep
of human life, from infants to senior adults, so a series
on life stages seemed a good idea. However, I felt inadequate to the task. I was only twenty-five years old at the
time. Although I could offer insights into childhood and
adolescence, it was too early in my life to speak of the
challenges of adulthood, and senior adulthood. So I
made a “Life Stages” file and said, “Someday, I’ll preach
this series.”
Two years ago, at age fifty-five, I felt more prepared to
speak to this subject. So I wrote and preached a four
week sermon series on some of the challenges we can
expect during the four major stages of life. The sermon
series was called “The Rhythm of Life: Moving through
the Challenges of Childhood, Adolescence, Adulthood,
and Senior Adulthood.” The messages were based on
episodes from the life of David. David is a good source
for this theme, because the Bible covers events from his
entire life – including his childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and senior adulthood.
As mentioned above, the idea for this series and much of
the content came from John Claypool’s book and I fully
acknowledged and credited his work. Finally, I want to
26
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make clear that my goals for this series were quite modest.
The sermons were not exhaustive or definitive statements
about childhood, adolescence, adulthood, or senior
adulthood. They did, however, lay out a few of the
growth challenges each stage of life offers – and gave
some biblical guidance on how we can meet those challenges.
To illustrate the series, I’m including the first sermon of
the four. It includes projection notes to our media person.
If you are interested in pursuing a similar series, I would
encourage you to order John Claypool’s book online.
Although I think the book is out of print, you can still
order copies under Stages or The Saga of Life: Living
Gracefully Through All of the Stages. I’d also be happy to
send you a free copy of the series I prepared. If you want
the entire series, you can contact me through my website
at GettingReadyForSunday.com

The Rhythm of Life: Moving Through the
Challenges of Childhood
(1 Samuel 16:10-13)
Two of the most profound moments of my life were the
birth of my two children. Both of them are now grown
and married. However, raising two children does not
make me an expert in child development. I can relate to
the silly old story of the pastor who, when he was young
and had no children, wrote a sermon called “How to
Raise Children.” A few years later, he and his wife had a
son. Two years later, they had twin girls. He went back
and changed his sermon from “How to Raise Children”
to “Some Suggestions for Raising Children.” When his
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children became teenagers he changed the sermon to,
“Helpful Hints from a Fellow Struggler.” Raising children is a hard job. There are no easy, simplistic formulas
for pulling it off. But if you listen to the experts in child
development, and if you listen to the Bible, you will learn
that during childhood at least two major challenges need
to be met, and we’ll review them today.
Slide 1: Challenge One: Providing a Child’s Need
for Affirmation. (Under that put this verse) “The
Lord said, “Rise and anoint him; for this is the
one.” Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and
anointed him.” (1 Samuel 16: 12–13) (Image in
the background or a corner of the screen that
depicts a parent hugging their child)
The first challenge is when children come into the world,
they need to know they have worth, that they are valued.
They need to be affirmed by the people around them.
Perhaps you have heard of the author Sam Keene. Right
before his father died, Sam visited with him. During that
visit Sam thanked his father for doing such a good job as
a parent.
He said, What a wonderful gift to give a child – to take
delight in them! God did that with his son Jesus. At Jesus’
baptism, God said, “This is my beloved son, in whom I
am well pleased.” Children need that gift. Children need

Slide 2: “Across the years, you have given us the
best single gift that any parent could give – you
took delight in us. In all sorts of ways you let us
know that you were glad we were here, that we
had value in your eyes, that our presence was a
joy and not a burden to you.” Sam Keene
affirmation. They need to know they are valued and
loved. David got that kind of affirmation.
In today’s text, the prophet Samuel affirmed that David
had been chosen by God to be the future king of Israel.
Slide 3 (Return to Slide 1): Challenge One: Providing a Child’s Need for Affirmation ...
Samuel affirmed that David was a special child, and he
anointed David. In doing so he said: this child matters,
this child is important, this child has worth, and this
child has great value. All children, not just future kings,
need that kind of affirmation. And you and I can be a
Samuel to the children around us. Like Samuel, we can
bless and affirm the children in our life, including our
own children, and our grandchildren, and our nieces and
nephews. But we can also affirm the children of our
friends, the children in our neighborhood, and the children in our church. We need to give them the great gift
of affirmation which is so crucial to their well-being.

What Is the Answer to Bad Religion?
If you think the only logical response to bad Christianity is to leave Christianity
completely, this book is for you. In an effort to help those who’ve been hurt by or
turned off by negative religion, Martin Thielen explains that there is an alternative
to abandoning religion: good religion.
Martin Thielen is author of the best-selling What’s the Least I Can Believe and
Still Be a Christian? He writes columns for MinistryMatters.com, Circuit Rider,
and Net Results and is Senior Pastor of Cookeville United Methodist Church in
Cookeville, Tennessee.

9780664239473 • Paperback
List Price: $15.00

http://Thielen.wjkbooks.com/
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There are a thousand different ways to affirm children. Let’s now look at the second great challenge of childLet me give you one tiny snapshot of what that looks like. hood. Children need to be affirmed, to be sure, but they
also need to know we have expectations of them. I’m not
A young family invited the new preacher and his wife
taking about oppressive expectations, like you have to
over for Sunday dinner. The mother of the family wanted
always make the honor roll, or be the star football player,
it to be a perfect affair. She drilled the children days in
advance about proper behavior. Finally, when the day
Slide 4: Challenge Two: Providing a Child’s
came and the meal was cooked, everyone sat down at the
Need for Expectation. (Under that put this verse:
dining room. The table was set with a white lace table
“Samuel said to Jesse, “Are all your sons here?”
cloth, with the good china, silverware, centerpiece, and
And he said, “There remains yet the youngest,
candles. They sat down and had the blessing. When the
but he is keeping the sheep.” (1 Samuel 16: 11)
blessing was over the little five year old daughter reached
(Include an image that fits this theme, perhaps a
for her glass of iced tea and knocked it over. The little
child raking leaves with one or both of their parbrother jumped out of the way and knocked his tea over
ents, or a child feeding their pet)
too. There was an awkward moment of silence as everyone looked at the mother, realizing how disappointed
she was. She had gone to such trouble, she wanted everyor win the beauty contest, or you have to be a doctor, or
thing to be perfect, and now there was this huge mess
lawyer just like your mother or your father. No, I’m talkand stain on the white lace tablecloth. The little girl was
ing about healthy expectations. Children need to know
just about to start crying for she had messed up everythey are part of a family, part of a community, part of a
thing. However, just then, the father flipped over his
church, part of a nation, and therefore they have responglass of tea and started to laugh. The preacher caught on
sibilities. They need to know we expect them to do their
and flipped over his tea and started to laugh. The preachpart, to do their best, to reach their potential, to be all
er’s wife flipped over her tea and laughed. Everyone
they can be. We expect them to do their chores, to do
looked to the mother. Finally a smile came to her face.
their homework, to care for others, to obey the rules, to
She picked up her glass and dumped it out in the middle
serve in their church, and to be a responsible citizen.
of the table and everyone just roared with laughter. At
They need to know they have much to offer the world,
that moment, the father and his five year old daughter
and that we expect them to live up to their potential.
looked at each other. The father winked at her. She
They need to know they are gifted by God and that God
winked back with a tear in her eye, full of gratitude that
expects them to use their gifts for good.
he saved her from a terribly embarrassing moment. That’s
what kids need. Even when they mess up, they need to Children need lots of affirmation, but they also need
know it’s OK, you are beloved and valued and affirmed expectation. If not, they will turn out self-absorbed,
and have great worth. Children need affirmation!
thinking the whole world revolves around them. So it’s
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crucial that they get both affirmation and expectation.
That was the case for David. We see that in verse 11.
Although he was still a child, he already had family
responsibilities. One of his jobs was to help tend the
sheep. David was a part of the family, and they expected
him to do his part. And as he grew older, the expectations grew stronger. David had incredible gifts, and the
people around him expected him to use those gifts for
the good of others. And that kind of healthy expectation
had a profound impact on David and it helped him
become a marvelous human being. He was affirmed. But
he was also expected to live out his potential, to be a
responsible person, to give back to the world, to do his
part. And it all started by helping to tend the family
sheep when he was just a boy.

I said, “Jonathan, take out the trash – now.” He was irritated and said, “Why do I have to take out the trash
anyway?” I wanted to say, “Because I said so!” But
instead I said, “Because you are a part of this family, and
you have to do your part, just like everyone else.” I
thought he was going to argue some more, but he looked
at the trash sack lying in the middle of his bedroom,
then looked at me and we both started to laugh – hard!
Finally, he said, “OK Pop, I’ll take out the trash – now.”
And he did. That’s a very tiny example, but kids need to
have some expectations put on them. They need to be
encouraged to do their part, to be a responsible citizen,
to use their gifts to help others, to give back to society
and not just take. Children obviously need affirmation.
But children also need expectation.

I remember an incident with my son many years ago,
when he was in sixth or seventh grade. I asked him to
take out the trash. He replied, “OK Pop, I’ll do it in a
little while.” Well, you know what that means. Hours
later I said, “Jonathan, I want you to take out the trash.”
“OK Pop, I’ll do it in a minute.” A minute passed, and
then about a 100 more minutes. Finally, I was fed up. I
got the trash bag, tied it up, went into his bedroom
where he was reading, and set the trash bag on his floor.

I know child rearing is neither easy nor simple. But if we
will give the children in our life the twin foundations of
affirmation and expectation, it’s likely they will turn out
to be fine human beings. David was blessed by both
affirmation and expectation, and a magnificent life was
built on those two foundations. Let us learn from his
example, and go and do likewise.

Not Your Parents’ Evangelism ...
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May 10

Kansas City, MO

May 17

Cleveland, OH

May 31

New Orleans, LA

Jun 14

Minneapolis, MN

Aug 23

Columbus, OH

Sep 13

Atlanta, GA

Sep 20

New York, NY

Oct 11

Baltimore, MD

Nov 01

Dallas, TX

The Evangelist’s
Tool Box
By Danny R. Von Kanel

I

f we accept that the Great Commission was Jesus’
mandate to the church, then everyone, even (especially) the laity should evangelize. However, with
declining church attendance and membership across the
nation, it’s clear evangelism has found little impetus
among the rank and file church member (or clergy either,
for that matter).

The biblical mandate of “Go ye, therefore …” were the
last words Jesus said to his followers. As you go through
life, wake up each day with a desire to tell others about
your relationship with Christ. As you make it a habit,
you will become intentional with your witness. Others
will come to know him.

V

enture a three-minute testimony. Memorize a threeWith that in mind, the following article includes ten
minute testimony of your relationship with Christ
practical tools to help you share your faith effectively. that would fit in an elevator ride.
I’ve created an acrostic of the word evangelist to help
People come in and out of our lives. Some enter only
remember these 10 tools.
briefly. You must be prepared to present a concise witngage in intentional evangelism . Begin to see every ness that fits nicely in a three-minute time-period. Begin
person you meet as a divine encounter, ripe for a per- by writing out your testimony. Include your life before
sonal witness.
Christ, when and how you received Christ, and your life
now (how Christ is making a difference). Memorizing it
Intentional evangelism happens best when it becomes a
assures preparation for the next spontaneous testimony
mindset. We do evangelism when it is a priority. The
opportunity that comes your way.
best evangelists I know have a “this one thing I do”
mindset. Charlie, a former pastor, doubled his church in Dr. Richard J. Krejcir says, “Keep your testimony short,
size by bringing others to Christ on a weekly basis. to the point, and personal, and use short, simple phrases
Another example, my father-in-law, never lets a person and everyday informal conversational language that
leave his presence without hearing a positive word about people can understand.”1
his faith. These people regularly return to hear more
sk God to bring people into your life who need a
about his God.
positive word about Christ. Be prepared to share
when they come.

E

A

Danny Von Kanel is a freelance writer and
church growth consultant living in Franklinton, Louisiana. He is the author of Built by
the Owner’s Design (The Positive Approach
to Building your Church God’s Way). Send
$14.00 to Danny Von Kanel, 2109 Clairain Drive, Franklinton, LA 70438. $15.00
refund if you are not completely satisfied.

1

Dr. Richard J. Krejcir, How to Prepare a Testimony,

http://www.churchleadership.org/articles_view.asp?
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A common statement from the laity is: “I don’t know
anyone outside the church and the Christian faith.” That
is true partly because many do not mingle with people
with different lifestyles. Though the workplace may have
individuals with different faith systems, church members tend to only mingle with other Christians. This
must change. We must intentionally seek to make friends
with people outside our faith.

N

Life’s not fair” is a great opportunity to essentially agree
and refer to Jesus’ words in Matthew 5:45 (He causes his
sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on
the righteous and the unrighteous).

G

ain entry into peoples’ lives by developing relationships before giving a witness. Successful witnessing
efforts happen when people know we genuinely care
about them.

otice entry points in conversations. React to stateWhen you engage yourself in the lives of others by parments people make to steer the dialogue toward
ticipation in times of celebration, sorrow, and tragedy,
faith matters.
you build bridges into people’s lives. Absence of such
If someone shares about an upcoming surgery or a family intermingling makes your verbal expressions of faith susmember has been sick, ask: “Do you mind if I pray for pect and unwanted. Once a bridge is built, people will
him or her?” If they say no, say, “May I pray with you be more willing to trust and listen to how Christ makes
right now? If they say no, say a prayer requesting God’s a difference in your life.
healing but acceptance of his will. Sensitivity to such
nlist a partner when going to a home. In today’s
moments in conversations opens up unique opportuniworld everyone needs an accountability partner.
ties to witness for Christ.
Protect your reputation.
Work on your familiarity with scripture (in other words,
Many a reputation has been destroyed by the accusations
read!). That way you can offer a helpful word when someof inappropriate behavior. No one should ever go alone
one shares their problems, issues, needs, or questions.
when visiting a home. Men should visit with men and
For exaple:
women with women. An accountability partner protects

E
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you and the person you visit. Also, a second person can
run interference when small children or animals are
present, keeping them occupied while a witness is made.

L

ive what you profess. Faith is more caught than
taught. Verbal witness resonates when our lives
reflect what we profess.

United Methodist Associate Pastor, Ben Gosden says, “If,
as United Methodists, you are called to a life marked by
holiness of heart and life (John Wesley’s terminology) …
you inevitably draw people around you closer as you are
drawn closer to the heart of God’s transforming presence in our world.”2 Words backed up with actions have
2
The Practice of Evangelism: A “Field of Dreams”
Approach vs. A “Major League” Approach by Bgosden http://

mastersdust.com/2011/09/09/the-practice-of-evangelism-a-field-of-dreams-approach-vs-a-major-leagueapproach/

Evangelism Retooled
Use these resources to further your study and
implementation of evangelism:
1. Questioning Evangelism by Randy Newman -- A
revolutionary look at sharing Christ with unbelievers by using Jesus’ penetrating method of question
asking to engage others in personal dialogue and
life-changing interaction.

My Evangelism Quotient
Use this self-assessment to identify where you stand concerning evangelism. Circle the appropriate number and
add up your score. See the scoring guide at the end of
the assessment:
I share my faith intentionally with others:
Always

Regularly

Sometimes

Rarely

4

3

2

1

I regularly pray to God to bring people into my
life that needs to hear a Christian witness:
4
3
2
1
I regularly look for entry points in conversations:
4
3
2
1
I gain entry into people’s lives by developing
relationships before giving a witness:
4
3
2
1
I take an accountability partner when visiting in a
home:
4
3
2
1

2. Transforming Evangelism by Henry Knight – The
author re-examines John Wesley’s model of evangelism as a full, natural circle - where it’s a communal
beginning point rather than a solitary end.

I invite conversations through printed faith
expressions in my workspace:
4
3
2
1

3. Afire with God by Betsy Schwarzentraub -Schwarzentraub leads you to a spirited stewardship
that embraces every dimension of life and alters
your ideas about the topic: converting the noun
steward into a verb! Transform who you are becoming and what you can do in the world.

I use “arrow statements” to start conversations
about faith:
4
3
2
1

4. Biblical Perspectives on Evangelism by Walter
Brueggemman -- In this timely and provocative
work, Walter Brueggemann applies his experience
and skills in the area of biblical interpretation to
the theme of evangelism.

I treat others going through a crisis with tender
care:
4
3
2
1
Scoring:
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powerful drawing power in reaching others with the
gospel.

I

nvite faith conversations into your workspace. Use
your Bible, posters, plaques, scripture cards, etc. in
your work area if company rules permit to encourage
comments and discussions from others.

when matters of religion arise, be wise. Reach them
through kindness. Keep words to yourself and pray for
them. Over time, they may be receptive to faith statements.

T

reat others going through a crisis with tender care -Your presence and kindness during those times can
release God’s love like no other. This is not an appropriate time for a verbal witness. Your presence and care is
your witness.

A simple gesture of having an open Bible on your desk
invites conversation, reading it even more so. As long as
it is okay with company policy and does not infringe on
a co-workers space, you can place printed messages. When my mother died, one person stands out in minisTastefully done placements of scriptures or printed say- tering to me. He never said a word but showed up for
ings can prompt dialogue by co-workers.
hours at the hospital over a three-week period. His presence and touch was enough.
hare “arrow statements” to start conversations.
Whether it’s the weather (Thank you God for this Put these ten tools in your evangelism toolbox. Pull out
beautiful day), difficulties (God is still in control) or evil in several regularly to prompt an evangelistic response or
our world (Be wise as a serpent and harmless as a dove), action. Do so and fulfill the Great Commission, encouraging others to come to Christ.
leave a word for listeners to consider.

S

As with all situations, we must assess what is appropriate
and what isn’t. If a person’s known for becoming volatile

Hard Times Got You Down?
Don’t Just Survive – Thrive!
Contents Include:
• Living in a Wildcard World
• Strategic Dreaming Trumps Hard Times
• Now’s the Time to Return to Basics
• The Hard Times Budget Formula
• Budget Items You Always Cut in Hard Times
• Overcoming the Beast
• Budget Items You Always Increase In Hard Times
• Leadership in a Wildcard World
• It’s a Waste of Time if ...

Download from: http://eccart.biz/hardtimes
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Intergenerational Ministry:
Eight Lessons We’ve Learned
About Pouring New Wine
Into New Wineskins
By Ted Carnahan

W

hen my family and I relocated to rural Nebraska almost three years ago, I was fresh out of
seminary and ready to take the plunge into
ministry. What I didn’t expect was to be immersed in
the world of a “New Wine” ministry with all of the
excitement and challenges it would brought.

In the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, a New
Wine ministry is a group formed after a parent congregation chooses to leave the denomination. Like many
ELCA congregations, New Wine ministries tend to have
an older, but nonetheless multigenerational membership.
Here are eight lessons I’ve learned about building bridges between the generations at my plucky New Wine congregation called Spirit of Grace Lutheran Church:

The way forward was to choose neither. Instead, we
couched the anniversary in terms of “commemoration.”
By acknowledging both perspectives it was possible for
us to draw together as a group. Soon afterward we found
the emotional energy to get serious about moving out of
our nursing home chapel and into a more permanent
space of our own.
While wallowing in grief has its own pitfalls, honoring
how critical events affect people differently on a generational basis was a key for us to understand one another
better.

2. You Can Teach an Old Dog New Tricks

It’s time to throw away the antiquated idea that the
oldest two generations won’t welcome change or new
1. Grief Takes Time and Trust
technology in the church. Grandma has an iPad and
In my headstrong first months of ministry, I expected she’s buying books from Amazon on her Kindle. From
that the grieving process would be finished quickly and our very first day, we were using technology to put the
we could begin moving forward forging a new ministry. service on screen. Though for some people that was a
As it turns out, I was foolishly mistaken. The grief source of grumpiness, in our case, screen technology was
involved in such a split was real and lasting, especially borne out of practical necessity: we didn’t own any hymfor older members who were baptized, confirmed, and nals! Soon, the advantages for our older members became
married in the previous congregation and who fully obvious: the text size and contrast was intentionally
chosen to be more legible than a hymnal – or even a
expected to be buried there as well.
large print bulletin.
To complicate matters, we quickly began experiencing a
serious generational divide: younger members were more When we renovated our century-old brick storefront, the
ready to move on, while older members were still rehears- low ceilings necessitated flat screen TVs across the front
ing the past conflict and grieving their (very real) loss.
Ted Carnahan is a geek and a bacon freak.
As we approached the one year anniversary of our foundHe lives in Holdrege, Nebraska with his wife
ing, we had to decide: would this anniversary be a party
and three children while serving as mission
developer pastor of Spirit of Grace Lutheran
or a funeral? Either choice ran the risk of alienating the
Church, a congregation under development of
feelings of the other.
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.
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of the worship center. Not a single person objected – On top of that, the tools of liturgy are becoming increasthey had already had an opportunity to experience the ingly cumbersome. Even using modern resources like
benefits firsthand. Today, we distribute announcements, our denomination’s most recent hymnal, following along
“by the book” is likely to involve dozens of page turns
and jumps back and forth between the order of service
and the hymns. Try juggling that while trying to pacify
a squirmy kid or three and following along in a multipage bulletin – even if you’ve got years of insider experience.
Combine that with dwindling numbers of younger
people with familiarity with these resources, and you’ve
got a recipe for alienation.
prayer requests, servant schedules, and more entirely digitally – and we print items for only a very small fraction
of our participants. And if you took down those screens,
you would have a riot on your hands!

3. Simple is Good

If these challenges are framed as a forced choice between
complex but “faithful” traditional liturgy and simple but
“shallow” contemporary worship, then you will quickly
have a generational dispute on your hands. But it doesn’t
have to be that way. With minor changes to liturgy to
bring language up-to-date (no more “thee” and “thy”),
combined with putting everything on the screens (and
not leaving out anything that supposedly everybody
knows by heart), liturgy is enhanced and made accessible by technology.

Before I entered the ministry, I worked for a few years as
a computer programmer at a small company in Missouri.
We used a series of organizational techniques loosely
known as Agile Software Development. One of our
mantras from those days was, “Do the simplest thing Now, of course, there are still that shrinking but persisthat could possibly work.” It’s good advice for churches tent group of people who can read sheet music and who
and technology, too.
want to sing in parts during worship. When appropriate,
At Spirit of Grace, we looked at a number of different we make a small number of binders with sheet music
packages for communicating with our participants, available to those few music-readers.
including systems with group forums, business directories, and other bells and whistles. A lot of them were
appealing to me because I’m a bells and whistles kind of
guy! But we ended up settling on a much simpler system.

ChurchUpdates.org is a service that allows participants
to post announcements, needs, and prayer requests and
which sends a reminder email to everyone once each
week. It won’t win any design awards, but it’s exactly the
kind of system that all of our people, from digital natives
to the over-70 crowd, have been able to use well.

Today, everyone in attendance at worship has a place in
the liturgy because there is no insider knowledge or
training that stands as a barrier to full participation.
Plus, with everyone looking up at the screens rather than
down at the hymn books, the singing really is better.
[For an example of the guest-friendly communion liturgy at Spirit of Grace, see
NetResults.org/CommunionExample]

5. Everything Old Can Become New

Technology has improved communication and made it
possible for all of our participants to be more fully
involved in the ministry.

When I first arrived in Holdrege, the church was alternating Sundays between “contemporary” and “traditional” musical styles. While that was serving the purpose of
giving the different generations what they said they
4. Technology Can Fix The Liturgy
wanted, it had several drawbacks. The biggest one was
Today, the word “liturgy” carries the unfortunate conno- that it allowed a generational gap between musical styles
tation of wooden, dull, rote worship. Some would even to grow wider. Half of the congregation was unhappy
put liturgy in direct opposition to worship hospitality with worship every Sunday.
and outreach to the unchurched.
36
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We began to forge a musical “middle way,” seeking songs
with traditional roots and interpreting them in a more
praise and worship style. We continue to sing a mix of
contemporary music and traditional songs like Amazing
Grace, but our worship band sprinkles a more modern
flavor on the latter. It serves as a useful compromise,
where tradition is upheld and new sounds are embraced.

that most of our older participants are actually in the
first two categories. I’ve got some great people in their
seventies who really “get it.”

7. Good Fences Make Good Neighbors

When making changes, some will be afraid they will lose
their place in a transformed church. I know that, at
While we don’t have hymnals in the worship center on times, some of our older participants have felt that way.
Sunday morning, we are undeniably people of the litur- This was especially clear as our congregation worked to
develop our Discipleship Covenant, which establishes
gy and the deep history and tradition of worship.
expectations for how we treat one another.

6. Change Requires Care

One phrase from that covenant has been especially reasPerhaps you’ve heard the old joke, “How many Luther- suring to them:
ans does it take to change a lightbulb?” The answer is an
We commit ourselves to ... respect one another, being
aghast, “Change?!” The past three years have brought
present and attentive in our interactions so that every
person matters (1 Corinthians 12:25)

If we had waited until we had gathered
unanimity on every difficult decision, we
would never have begun to engage and
reach out to our community.

The process of developing a covenant of expectations for
all of our participants, and an additional covenant defining what it means to be a leader at Spirit of Grace, has
made our congregation a safer forum for discussion. Not
only do we proscribe patterns of behavior that make dischanges to facilities, hospitality, worship, leadership, and agreement threatening, but we intentionally covenant to
more. Leading through change is difficult for many pas- listen to one another.
tors – I know it’s difficult for me because I don’t like to
make people unhappy. Nevertheless, it’s true that when 8. Youth Are Great At Children’s Ministry
things change in the church, some of the members will We identified discipleship as a core value of our congreinevitably get upset.
gation, and so we are committed to ensure we engage
If we had waited until we had gathered unanimity on our children and youth at a level appropriate to their
every difficult decision, we would never have begun to development. The world our children and youth live in
engage and reach out to our community. Unanimity is is heavily tech-centered. To that end, in the last six
impossible. Instead, leading through broad consensus months we’ve launched two new age-appropriate worhas helped us move forward together. And though dis- ship services to provide discipleship growth to our chilagreement seemed threatening at the time, very few dren and youth. SpiritKIDS is our Sunday morning
people have chosen to separate themselves from the ministry.

In general, I think there are four groups of people in a
church when facing change:
1. Those who embrace (and perhaps have instigated)
the change.
2. Those who are more or less in favor of the change.
3. Those who grieve the change but understand it.
4. Those who oppose the change.
The unfortunate stereotype is that the older generations
are filled with people in the last category. But I’ve found,
with kindness, listening, and appropriate pastoral care,
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children’s worship service that makes heavy use of mul- and our youth minister to our children on Sunday morntimedia such as music videos, animated shorts, and more ings. From adults to youth to children, discipleship at
to provide a fun and exciting discipleship experience.
Spirit of Grace flows across the generations.
But here’s the great thing: the primary ministry of our
Wrapping Up
youth is to our children – SpiritKIDS is staffed primarily by middle and high schoolers. A few adults are present It has been a singular privilege to work with this plucky
young/old community, pouring new wine into a new
wineskin. Like a new wineskin, we’ve been blessed with
The primary ministry of our youth is to
the ability to stretch a little bit more than any of us
our children: SpiritKIDS is staffed primarily
would have suspected. It may seem daunting to build
by middle and high schoolers.
bridges across the generations in your church, but with
wisdom, care, and a sprinkling of new ideas and technolto ensure that things run safely and smoothly and that ogy, you can find the unique ways that your people can
everyone has what they need, but this is how our youth carry out God’s mission in your community.
practice discipleship. And they’re getting really good at
it!
Adults minister to our youth on Wednesday nights at
their worship service (which is also technology driven),

How would you like to take your church to the next level
and
Receive all the training and resources you need?
The Next Level Coaching Network, led by Bill Easum,
is how you do it.
The Next Level Coaching Network
is designed for Lead (Senior) Pastors
who passionately desire to grow their
church and themselves. The Network
will focus on breaking through the
natural worship barriers of 125, 200,
500, 1000, and 3000.

What You Get ...
• A monthly phone call coaching session with
Bill Easum;
• Bi-weekly podcast on Next Steps to Breaking
Barriers;
• Access to a special section of our website for
ongoing resources;

• Access to a private forum for unlimited 24/7
email coaching;
• Two personal calls with Bill Easum;
• Church assessment;
• Pastor assessment;
• “How to” workbooks on each part of your plan;
• and much, much more!

Details at NextLevelCoachingNetwork.com
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The Generational
Tsunami is Upon Us

Who is Reaching Unchurched,
Unbelieving Millennials?

Hit The Bullseye, Inc. exists to
foster a peer learning environment
for people leading groups of congregations (judicatories and associations) through systemic transformational
change.
We
lead
denominational leaders and congregations through transformation and
spiritual, financial and numerical
reproduction through: Assessment
and Strategic Planning, Consulting,
Mentoring, Coaching, Pastoral and
Lay Leader Development/Training,
Capital Campaigns.
Contact us at www.HTBinc.org or
866-426-4006

By Bill Hoyt

I

am making two assumptions, fully aware of the risks
involved in making assumptions.
Assumption 1: Most of you who are reading this are
not Millennials.

Second, most churches don’t realize that in terms of
sheer numbers, the percentage of twenty-somethings in
the general population of their community is far higher
than the percentage in their church.

Assumption 2: Most of you know little about Mil- Third, in the vast majority of churches, the twenty-somethings that are attending, like the teens, grew up in the
lennials.
church. They are not from unchurched homes. They are
To any extent my second assumption is true, you should
“retained” children and teens from churched families.
be afraid, very afraid. Be afraid for the future effectiveBottom line, retaining teens and Millennials is a good
ness of your ministry and for the very future of the
thing. But it is not reaching Millennials.
church in North America.
Millennials, born 1980 to 2000, comprise the largest
generation in American history. These teens and twentysomethings are about 80 million in number. They are a
generational tsunami that is about to overwhelm the
church. My concern is not that they will overwhelm and
“take over” the church like the Boomer generation did.
My fear is they will avoid the church, by-pass the church,
ignore the church. Why do I fear that? Because the
already are! How many churches do you know that are
overflowing with teens and twenty-somethings? Is your
church effectively reaching Millennials?

Isn’t this a Historic Problem?
You might be thinking, “So when has the church in
North America ever effectively reached teens and twenty-somethings?” You might say, “Historically, teenagers
and young adults have strayed for a season, but when
they get married, when they have children, when they
face a major crisis they return to the church.” And you
might be wondering, “So what’s changed? What’s the
point?”

The point is this: What used to be a stage-in-life issue is
becoming a generational issue. According to a recent
In my consulting with churches, I find many pastors and study by the Pew Research Center, only 38% of Millenlay leaders who think they are reaching teens and twen- nials described themselves as a “strong member of their
ty-somethings. They proudly point to the handful they religion.” On the other hand, 43% of Boomers, 50% of
have, not realizing three telling facts. First, their handful Silents and 57% of the Greatest generation described
of teens are all, or nearly all, “children of the church.” themselves as a “strong member of their religion.”
They grew up in the church. The church did not reach
them, the church inherited them. The best they can hope Only 27% of Millennials in the Pew study reported
attending church regularly. By every measure included
for is “to hold them” and that’s not a given.
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There’s More to Staffing
than Hiring and Firing
• Discover the Four Core Processes
every effective church must staff.
• Uncover the secret to effectively
staffing the small church by “hiring”
unpaid staff.
• How to not make the #1 staffing
mistake almost every church makes.
• Ask the right questions so you can
hire the right people with confidence.
• Master the skill of coaching your staff
… including how to hold them accountable for results.

“This book is a winner!”
Rick Warren, Saddleback Church

• Discern when it’s time to hire the
next staff member, and what position
you need next.
• Explore the skills you need and the
personal values that must change as
you lead your church through each
growth barrier.

“A tremendous help for church leaders.”
Dave Ferguson, Seacoast Church

“I wish I had this book when I started.”
Darrin Patrick, The Journey Church
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in the study, Millennials ranked significantly lower than marker of an entire generation. If Boomers were “the Me
the older generations. This is clearly not merely a stage- Generation,” their children, the Millennials are “the Me,
in-life issue. It’s a generation that is being largely unad- Me, Me Generation!”
dressed by churches today.
If we don’t know Millennials, we’ll never reach them. If
we don’t engage them, understand and accept them, they
Why Are We Missing the Millennials?
will continue to bypass the church, the faith and Jesus.
We are not reaching them because we don’t know them.
It’s always been helpful to actually know the people we How Can We Reach Millennials?
are trying to reach. But with Millennials, it’s essential
We reach them by meeting them in their world. More
because this is the most narcissistic generation ever. Narthan any previous generation, they will not come to the
church to meet us. They live in cyberspace. They live in
Millennials live in a world of
a world of smartphones, texting, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Flipboard, Tumblr, Meebo, Pinterest,
smartphones, texting, Facebook, Twitter,
Vine,
Reddit, Kik and Snapchat. If you want to reach
Instagram, YouTube, Flipboard, Tumblr,
them, you must “be there.” It’s still all about relationMeebo, Pinterest, Vine, Reddit, Kik and
ships. What’s changed is where you have to be to build
Snapchat.
those relationships.
cissism, historically a phenomena found in varying
degrees in all of us individually, has become the primary
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Children’s Ministries: Helping
to Grow a 21st Century
Strategies Church
By David Boyd

I

s reaching children important for growing a 21st century church? Are young families with children in
your community worth the investment of time,
talent, and resources? Does God’s Word instruct us to
place importance on reaching children?

The answer to each of these questions is yes.
Deuteronomy 6:5–9 gives three commands:
1. Love the Lord God with all your heart (verse 5).
2. Remember My commands (verse 6).
3. Teach the children (verse 7).
Israel was to follow these commands if it was to remain
spiritually healthy and raise up a generation of godly
children.
The third command, teaching children, is vital to obeying God’s plan for the church today. Reaching kids has
never been more important. Early teen society has
become a gun-toting, sexually perverse, and diseaserampant society. This demands that churches, pastors,
and children’s leaders reach kids for Christ. Many
churches are reaching children and are growing in the
process.
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Growing a Church Through Children’s
Ministry
Churches are discovering that young families are looking for churches that minister to children.
Leith Anderson, author of Dying for Change; A Church
for the 21st Century; Leadership That Works: Hope and
Direction for Church and Parachurch Leaders in Today’s
Complex World, and Winning the Values War in a Changing Culture, is senior pastor of Wooddale Church, Eden
Prairie, Minnesota. He writes. “The old top three factors
families used to choose a church were ‘location, pastor,

In the past, parents picked the church and
the children had to go. Increasingly today,
children pick the church and the parents
go where the children are happiest.
and denomination.’ Not so anymore. Today the new top
three are ‘location, pastor, and children’s ministry.’”1
With the rise in danger from distraught peers and perverse adults, parents are awakening to the fact their children need to be safe, secure, and well cared for. They are
looking for this in their children’s school and church.
Parents expect quality facilities and quality leadership.
They are looking for clean, modern, kid-friendly rooms.
In the nursery and preschool areas, they are looking for
clean, sanitized toys and surroundings. A quality children’s ministry will attract young families and grow
your church.

1 Leith Anderson, “Children Are #3,” Enrichment Journal,
Spring 1999, 24.
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Leith Anderson states: “In the past, parents picked the
church and the children had to go. Increasingly today,
children pick the church and the parents go where the
children are happiest. Fear is also a factor – parents are
concerned about safety. They appreciate churches that
carefully screen teachers and Christian education workers, keep sick children at home, and require claim tags
before an adult can take a child. Parents are more likely
to leave a church where children don’t seem important or
where leaders are unresponsive to questions and suggestions about children’s ministries.”2

Children’s ministry is one of the areas
where a big church isn’t necessarily better.
Children’s ministry is one of the areas where a big church
isn’t necessarily better. The nursery doesn’t have to be
huge to impress parents. The care, love, and cleanliness
that are there impress them. Parents will choose a lesser
house in a neighborhood with better schools because
parents are concerned about their children. They will
also drive farther and cross denominational boundaries
to find a church that will care for their children.
Dan Betzer, senior pastor of First Assembly of God in
Fort Myers, Florida, states: “Be honest: Ask yourself, Is
my church a place where young parents would bring
their children?”
Here are more questions to ask:
2

Ibid.

T ips

• Does our nursery and preschool areas have old toys
and mismatched high chairs, cribs, and changing
tables? If this describes your nursery and preschool,
you’re telling young parents with babies and toddlers that you don’t care enough about their children to purchase new and safe equipment.
• How are the walls in our classrooms decorated? Are
they freshly painted with bright and cheery murals
and children’s wallpaper, or is the paint chipping,
the wallpaper peeling, and the walls painted a hospital sterile off-white? The children’s areas should
be fresh and clean.
• Do we have a room for children’s church? Can parents visit this room and immediately feel this
church cares about kids?
• What are the children’s restrooms like? Visiting
parents go in these restrooms with their children.
Compare your kids’ restrooms with the restrooms
the adults use.
Senior pastor, find a family who has never been to your
church and walk them through your building. Let their
fresh look point out things that need to be updated.

Investing in Children’s Ministries
Many times children’s ministry is at the bottom of the
church’s budget. When that happens, churches will not
attract new, young families. Or worse yet, they may lose
young families to a church that does invest in children.
Young adults come to our churches, get involved, and
become our leaders. Without them, churches stagnate.
When God told us to teach the children, he knew that

On the other hand, why
Did You Know?
not get a Net Results
You Can Share Articles
With Your Congregational subscription for all your
church leaders?
Leaders!

With your subscription to Net Results, we give you
permission to print, photocopy, or even email relevant
articles to members of your congregation. So, send
that article on stewardship to your financial secretary.
And the one on discipleship to your Christian education
chair. And the one on preaching to your pastor. And ...
and ... and ... You get the idea! Share the wealth!
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investing in children was the best way to perpetuate, the adult congregation to get involved in ministry, especially children’s ministry.
grow, and expand the church.
Children’s ministry takes an investment. Not every
church can afford a children’s pastor, but every church
can afford to train and invest in children’s leadership.
Some of our best children’s pastors were laypeople whose
senior pastor sent them for training. Send your children’s leadership to every training conference you can.
Every dollar you spend training your children’s leaders
will pay huge dividends toward building the quality children’s ministry you, your church, and community desire.

The Senior Pastor and Children’s Ministries
A tremendous children’s ministry begins with a senior
pastor who truly wants to reach children and young
families. The senior pastor dictates the value the people
and the board place on children’s ministry. The pastor’s
vision for reaching children spreads to the whole congregation. The vision should include investing in children
outside the walls of the church (Deuteronomy 31:12 –
13). It is the church’s responsibility to reach the unreached
children in its community.
The senior pastor is the key to the way the congregation
responds and supports the children’s ministry. The pastor
is the key to successfully encouraging every member of

Like no other ministry in the church, children’s ministry
is dependent on volunteers. It is not unique to have more
volunteers involved in children’s ministry than all other
ministries of the church combined. In one church where
I was the children’s pastor, there were 480 adult volunteers. Of these, 320 worked in children’s ministry.
Pastor, invest in the children of your church. Support
the children’s ministries financially. Invest in your leadership by training them. Ensure you have quality materials and equipment. Make your church a church where
children are welcome, safe, and well cared for.

Published in the summer 2001 issue of Enrichment journal.
Used with permission.
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Aha!

A Pastoral Comment
From Tom Bandy

T

The Youth are Not
the Future of the Church!

his single insight is often the difference between
life and death for a church. Some church members are furious that anyone would dare utter
seeming heresy. Their churches search in
vain for the magic program or charismatic leader that can “reach the youth.”
Meanwhile, the median age goes
up.

experience God outside of confirmation and
Sunday school classes. Pastors no longer feel
inauthentic pretending to be younger than
they are. Boards no longer have to sacrifice
everything else to shore up ineffective
generational programs. The pressure is
off.

Many church members discover
this simple truth to be incredibly
liberating. Younger people no
longer feel lumbered with the
responsibility to preserve an aging
institution. Older people no
longer feel discarded and unimportant. Parents no longer feel
guilty that their children
prefer alternative paths to

On the other hand, the pressure
is on! If the youth aren’t the
future of the church ... then who
is? The future lies where it always
has. It lies with faithful disciples
regardless of age. God doesn’t
care how old you are.
Are you faithful?

Coaching with Tom Bandy
ThrivingChurch.com
• Personal Internet Communication
• 6 month renewable covenants
• International reach
• Spiritual depth
• Contextual sensitivity
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